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best way to do it? . What if I want to do
it in a loop? . What if I want to do it
across multiple threads? . Can you
recommend a library that does this

already? . What will be my trade offs? .
What's the best way to do it? . What if I
want to do it in a loop? . What if I want
to do it across multiple threads? . Can

you recommend a library that does
this already? . What will be my trade
offs? . What's the best way to do it? .

What if I want to do it in a loop? . What
if I want to do it across multiple

threads? . Can you recommend a
library that does this already? . What
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way to do it? . What if I want to do it in
a loop? . What if I want to do it across

multiple threads? . Can you
recommend a library that does this

already? . What will be my trade offs? .
You're welcome. . No need. . Your

welcome. . How come? . No problem,
my pleasure. . Thank you. . We're glad
you enjoyed it. . How's your day going?

. Doing a good job. . Working on my
report. . It's going well, just ran into a

snag. . How's your day going? . I'm
having a great day. . Doing a
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